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Choose the correct sentence.
A. Our home is built with bricks.
B. Our home is built of bricks.
C. Our home is built from bricks.
D. Our home is built by bricks.

Show Answer…
Correct Answer: B (Our home is built of bricks.)

Explanation:
The correct sentence is B, “Our home is built of bricks.”

In this context, the preposition “of” is used to indicate the material or substance
from which something is made. When describing the construction material, such
as bricks, the most appropriate preposition to use is “of.”

Option A, “Our home is built with bricks,” is grammatically correct and commonly
used, but it suggests that bricks were used as a tool or instrument during the
construction process rather than being the actual material from which the home
is made.

Option C, “Our home is built from bricks,” is also grammatically correct and
commonly used. However, “of” is more commonly used when referring to the
material or substance something is made of, while “from” is more commonly used
when referring to the origin or transformation of something.

Option D, “Our home is built by bricks,” is grammatically incorrect. The correct
phrasing would be “Our home is built by using bricks” or “Our home is built using
bricks.”

The Construction Material of Our Home

Introduction

When it comes to the construction of our homes, the choice of materials plays a
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significant role in ensuring durability, stability, and aesthetic appeal. One
commonly used material is bricks. In this article, we explore the significance of
bricks as a construction material and discuss their role in building our homes.

Bricks: The Building Blocks

Bricks have been utilized in construction for centuries due to their exceptional
properties. Made from clay or concrete, bricks provide strength, heat resistance,
and longevity to our homes. The composition of bricks allows them to withstand
various weather conditions and provide a solid structure.

Describing the Material

When discussing the construction material of our home, the sentence “Our home
is built of bricks” accurately conveys that bricks are the primary material used in
the construction process. The preposition “of” signifies the substance or material
from which something is made, emphasizing that bricks form the core element of
the home’s structure.

The Versatility of Bricks

Bricks offer versatility in design and architecture. They can be arranged in
different patterns, textures, and colors to create visually appealing facades.
Moreover, bricks can be used in various types of construction, ranging from
traditional houses to modern buildings, showcasing their adaptability to different
architectural styles.

Strength and Durability

One of the key advantages of using bricks in construction is their strength and
durability. Bricks provide stability to the structure and can withstand external
forces such as wind, rain, and temperature fluctuations. Their robust nature
ensures that our homes stand the test of time.

The Charm of Brick Homes

Homes built with bricks exude a timeless charm and elegance. The natural earth
tones of bricks create a warm and inviting atmosphere, adding character to the
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architectural aesthetics. Brick homes have a lasting appeal and can enhance the
overall value of the property.

Conclusion

The sentence “Our home is built of bricks” accurately highlights the significance
of bricks as a construction material. Bricks offer strength, durability, and
architectural versatility to our homes. As we appreciate the beauty and
functionality of brick homes, we recognize the enduring legacy of this timeless
construction material.
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